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SLATE CUTTERS

Two styles of slate cutters–the stationery cutter 
is designed for cutting large sized slate and the 
Hand-held is more portable and designed for 
cutting shapes. Both cut 1/4” to 3/8” material. 

SLATE HAMMERS

Three styles of hammers–Traditional are right-hand Traditional are right-hand T
only, European are available in right- and left-
handed models.

SLATE RIPPERS & SLATE STAKE

Two sizes of slate rippers–the standard and heavy 
duty models.

The slate stake is used in conjunction with a 
hammer to trim and cut slate. 

ALPINE SNOWGUARDS

A full selection of pipe-style and pad-style 
snow guards from the industry leader, 
prevents damage caused by avalanching snow 
and ice. See Alpine brochure for full selection.

HINGED RIDGE VENT COVERS

There are two sizes of hinged ridge vent cover; 6” 
wide and 8” wide. The 8” wide material is typically 
used for slate roofs. Installation instructions available.

Stationery Slate Cutter

Traditional Hammer

Standard and Heavy-duty Rippers

Pad-style Snow Guards

Hinged Ridge Vent Cover



Hand-held Slate Cutter

European Hammer

Slate Stake

Pipe-style Snow Guards

GRACE ICE & WATER SHIELD®

SUPPORT MATERIALS

The Slate Book–How to design, 
specify, install and repair a slate r a slate specify, install and repair a slate specify, install and repai
roof.roof.roof

Instructional DVD.

3” SLATE HOOKS 

Available in galvanized, 
stainless steel and copper. 
10-gauge wire.

SLATE NAILS

Available in stainless steel and 
copper in 5 lengths. Also available in 
ring shank.

MASTIC
RainBuster–Exceptional Construction and 
Architectural Grade Sealants and Adhe-
sives that meet the most demanding con-
struction needs for Roofi ng and Siding.

The leading self-adhered roofi ng under-
layment, Grace Ice & Water Shield offers 
premium leak protection for sloped roofs 
in climates subject to ice dams and wind-
driven rain. Affordable and easy to install, 
it provides added peace of mind for many 
years, even in the most brutal winters. 



866-USA-SLATE • www.evergreenslate.com • sales@evergreenslate.com

Evergreen Slate is the largest producer and supplier of slate in the United 
States. Since 1916, the company has taken pride in providing its customers 
with high-quality products and excellent customer service, as the leader in 
the slate roofi ng industry.

The thousands of roofs we’ve provided to fi ne homes, churches, libraries, 
government buildings and universities for almost 90 years are a testament 
to our role as the premier roofi ng slate provider.

Vermont Natural Slate from Evergreen is available in fl ooring, fl agstone 
and structural applications, in addition to roofi ng. We offer 14 colors in all 
sizes and textures, providing varied architectural effects which contribute 
greatly  to the appearance and beauty of any building. Our experienced 
staff can provide detailed information and architectural services from single 
size 1/4” thickness applications, to intermingled rough texture in random 
widths, to graduated length and thickness. 

Th e Sheltering Stone

AVAILABLE COLORS:

 LENGTH STANDARD WIDTHS EXPOSURE W/STD. 
   3” HEADLAP
 24” 16” - 14” - 12” 10 1/2”
 22” 14” - 12” - 11” 9 1/2”
 20” 14” - 12” - 11” - 10” 8 1/2”
 18” 14” - 12” - 11” - 10” - 9” 7 1/2”
 16” 14” - 12” - 11” - 10” - 9” - 8” 6 1/2”
 14” 12” -11” - 10” - 9” - 8” - 7” 5 1/2”
 12” 12” - 10” - 9” - 8” - 7” - 6” 4 1/2”

Standard Smooth Texture  700 to 850 lbs. per Sqr.
1/4” to 3/8” Rough Texture  1000 lbs. per Sqr.
3/8” to 1/2” Rough Texture  1500 lbs. per Sqr.
1/2” to 3/4” Rough Texture  2000 lbs. per Sqr.
3/4” to 1” Rough Texture 3000 lbs. per Sqr.

SIZES: WEIGHTS:
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